Abstract --This note studies a class of constant, linear, continuous-time input/output maps, which is called input/output maps of bounded-type. An algebraic condition for an input/output map to be of bounded-type is given. Its application to realization theory (especiaUy for delay-differential systems) is considered. An example is given to illustrate how it gives rise to a concrete realization procedare.
x + x. This system is canonical in the sense that it is quasi-reachable, i.e., its reachable set is dense in the state space, and it is topologically observable, ie., its initial state determination is well posed. We say that fa ( We adopt the following duality between P' and r': ( w , y):= j+( -t ) y ( t ) dr. With respect to this duality, we have the following. 2) ordq-' = -ordq;
Proposition (2.1): (arn)
3) r(q*A) = 0.
Then fa i s T-boundedfor ary T greater than -I( 4).
Prooj We first show that there exists a measure Q such that i) Q-' is also a measure, ii) a(q*A) = ImfA -1m fAlwrl is a topological isomorphism. Hence, f a is T-bounded.
Corollaty (3.3): Let fa be a constant linear inpur/arrput map with impulse response A . Suppose that there exist p X p and p X m matrices with entries in &"(R-) such that I ) ( d e t Q ) -' E 9 ; exists;
2) ord (der Q) -= -orddet Q ; -
3) A = Q -' * P . Then f A is T-bounded for any T greater than -I(detQ).
Proof: (det Q) * Q-' * P = (adjQ) * P. Since each enny of (adj Q ) * P realizations.
Let A ( t ) be the impulse response given by 
V. CONCLUDING REmm
The dual result of Theorem (4.3), which characterizes ker fa instead of Im f a , for scalar (i.e., p = rn =1) input/output maps has been obtained by [3] in a slightly different setting. Our result here is more consistent with our basic approach which places more emphasis on observability than reachability. We also feel that it is more suitable for obtaining hfferential equation descriptions.
It is of interest to point out that M2-space models arise naturally as a result of the canonical construnction as shown in Example (4.4).
-
